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du 17 au 21 Janvier 2020
Paris Nord

Come to discover the new porcelain pieces 
by Pascale Morin. 
After being exposed

in different places and galleries in Paris and abroad, and its 
development with decorators in the United Kingdom and 

the USA during the year 2019,

Pascale Morin exhibits at Maison & Objet in the Craft 
space and will present her new porcelain sculptures.
An invitation to enter its universe and our own 
nature… 

2020, Pascale Morin maintains her international 
direction, and presents a new creative work always in 
the same spirit that drives her: emotion ... 
For this 2020 session, she will present her new approach to 
porcelain and her latest pieces from work and research on 
the materials, textures, traces or scars that personalize us 
and that shape us.
« Entrelacs », « Eclosion », « Gorgone », « les Coiffes » « les 
Astres*  »… craters, leaves or even entwined porcelain 
corals, placed or suspended where the harshness and 
delicacy, the dullness of the porcelain biscuit and the shine of 
the enamel merge, in all transparency.

«Still inspired by nature, between vegetal and mineral. I’m moving 
closer to nature and I feel I need to understand what it’s made of, its 

rhythms, its vitality, but in the same time, its degeneration. I’m 
looking for movement, the breeze, rain imprints, the heat of the sun, 

the brightness of waves, sea spray, the hardness and suppleness of the 
earth, the stillness of water and its energy. I am looking for, searching 

for, the emotion of living things.» 

www.by-rita.com 
https://www.facebook.com/Ritaouest/ 

https://www.instagram.com/pascalemorin.by.rita/?hl=fr 

Photos disponibles sur demande
Pascale Morin By-Rita -Sculpture Porcelaine 

+33(0)6 81 91 80 52 

*« Astre Marin »
Pièce selectionnée sur What’s New?-
Hall3 - SHARE by Elizabeth Lericheabeth 
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« Tourbillonante »

*« Astre Flou »
Pièce selectionnée sur What’s New?- 
Hall4 - LIVING by François Delclaux 
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